T HE T EMPLE OF R ESPECT
THE TEMPLE OF TAT PHANOM IS THE MOST IMPORTANT TEMPLE IN THE
Northeast, and it is one of the most important temples in Thailand. Much of the story of this temple
is only legend, because no one knows how old it really is.
A
Hundreds of years ago, before there were any great countries, each city was its own nation.
Sometimes, one city would have a powerful king, and it would rule over three or four other cities.
Sometimes none of the cities would be able to rule over any other, often groups of cities
would' work together. They would help protect each other from enemies, and they would sell
things to each other. It was in this way that the Temple at Tat Phanom was first begun.
Once upon a time there were four kings. Their cities were near the Mekhong River.
Sometimes one king would be more powerful than the others, sometimes no one was more
powerful than any other. The four kings came together for a meeting.
The King of Chenlaue Prommatat said, "My city needs rice, but we have many
other products which we can trade for rice." The King of Kam Dang replied, "l have rice, but
can I trust you? Many years ago your people tried to destroy my city. My people would be angry if
I agreed to sell rice to you." The King of Nanta Sen agreed with the King of Kam Dang, "We must
find a way of showing all of our people that we are friends, and that we want all of our people
to be friendly too. What can we do?" "I have an idea," the King of Intarapart Nakorn said. "Let
us build a temple. Each person will build one fourth of it. This will show our people that we
can work together. If we can work together, then our people know that they can be friendly with
each other."
So they agreed to make a temple showing their friendship. They looked for many months
for a good place to build their new temple. And after a while they had a meeting again. The King
of Intarapart Nakorn said, "I have found the exact place. It is on top of a small mountain.
Let us all go and look at this place."
The four kings went with the King of Intarapart Nakorn to the Mountain Which Has N\o
Parents, for that was the mountain's name (or in Thai: Phu Kam Pra) , it was covered with
forests. The four kings looked at the mountain and they saw that it was suitable for their
temple; so they said, "It is agreed. We will build our temple here."
The King of Nanta Sen built the northern wall of the temple because his city was to the
north. The King of Chenlaue Prommatat built the eastern wall because his city was to the east.
The King of Intarapart Nakorn built the southern wall for the same reason, and the King of
Kam Dang, who built the western wall, did so for the same reason.
Their temple looked like a cave. When it was finished each king brought many jewels and
a lot of gold and money to put into their new temple. Everyone said, "Now we know we can
work together, for we have built the temple together. Our gifts will show that we can trust each
other also. When all of the gifts had been brought the temple, the door was closed and sealed.
The kings were very happy and proud of their work.

B
Buddhist scriptures tell us that when the Buddha died, the priests took pieces of his bones
and carried them throughout Asia. Each piece of bone, called a relic, was put in a temple. The relic
was to remind people in that area of their faith in the teachings of the Buddha.
The Buddhist scriptures tell us that one of these priests (Pra Naha Katsapa) took the breast
bone of the Buddha with him to northeastern Thailand. He wanted to build a temple in this part
of the world which would be a great center of Buddhism. As this priest wandered through the
Northeast, he came to the Mountain Which Has No Parents. He saw the newly built temple to
the friendship of the four cities, and he thought, "This is the place where I will build my temple.
These kings, are Buddhist, and if they will cooperate to build their own temple know that they
will also cooperate to build my temple.'
So the priest went to each of the four kings. He showed them his relic and he said, "I have
seen your temple on the Mountain Which Has No Parents. I want you to help build my temple
there too." Each of the kings was very happy when he learned of the priest's plan, and they all
agreed immediately. They decided to build the temple to hold the relic on top of their temple of
friendship. They built a tower on top of their cave-like temple, and in the middle of their tower
the placed the relic of the Buddha.
C
Very soon the temple became famous throughout all their cities, and many people came to
worship there. But the temple did not have a name, and most people thought it was not good to call
it the Temple on the Mountain Which Has No Parents. That sounded strange.
After a while the people found a name for the temple. Because it was very holy many people
came to pay their respects there. When they came, they prayed in the Buddhist manner, and first they
bowed their heads and folded their hands (or in Thai: phanom). Gradually the temple received the
name, the Temple of Respect, (or in Thai: pratat phanom) , because many people prayed there. And
it has that name until today. The town in which the temple is, is also called by the same name, and
the province is called the City of Respect (or in Thai: Nakorn Phanom). But all of this is only
legend, for there is no history from the early times. Many years later people began to write down the
history of the temple, and so for the building of the temple we have to believe the stories about it..

[The stories and drawing of the Temple of Respect are taken from Stories of the Northeast a reader developed by the English
department of the Teachers Training College of Mahasarakham for first and second year students in that institution. While that
institution has not existed. The purpose of the reader was to help students understand English could be used to tell their own
stories, too. That institution has not existed for 40+ years, but its most recent successor institution today is known as
Mahasarakham University. Peace Corps Volunteers at the Teachers Training College of Mahasarakham handles much of the work
in producing that reader. The artist of the drawing was a fourth year student at the College.]

